
  The following tips are given with the assumption you have already removed the outer fairing:

- We suggest attaching nylon tie straps from the ceiling over the inner fairing that attaches to the inner 
fairing so that will allow the inner fairing to hang close to the proper installed position during the 
installation process.

- When installing Strong Arm Brackets, keep in mind that the plastic inner fairing does flex. It 
especially flexes when one of the stock, metal brackets has bent, cracked, snapped or twisted under 
load.load.

- In order to properly install Strong Arm Brackets, the inner fairing needs to first be removed from
original fairing brackets.

- Both rubber bump stop donuts on the down tubes need to be pushed all the way down so they touch
the bottom triple tree.

- Remove both the left and right radio plates from the new Strong Arm Brackets.

- Slide new Strong Arm in between inner fairing and triple trees. Then verify that the inner fairing
is not cracked or heavily distorted due to broken or misaligned O.E. brackets.is not cracked or heavily distorted due to broken or misaligned O.E. brackets.

- Install TOP Strong Arm mounting bolts (1/4-20 x 1”) to inner fairing and do NOT tighten them. Due 
to the plastic inner fairing becoming distorted with the original O.E. metal brackets and becasue the
inner fairing is plastic the mounting bolts should be installed just finger tight.

- Now line up Strong Arm brackets with the Triple Tree mounting holes. Install the top side mount
triple tree mounting bolts first and then the bottom bolts using just a couple of threads. This will
insure that everything will line up properly during installation.

- You will then remove the radio and install the new side radio plates. The new side radio plates are - You will then remove the radio and install the new side radio plates. The new side radio plates are 
marked “left” and “right”. Again, only use a couple of threads until all bolts are installed to insure
proper alignment during installation.

- Slide the radio back into stock inner fairing slot. Line up the radio plate holes with the Strong Arm
Bracket holes and tighten them down with the four 1/4-20 x 2” using just a few threads.

- Check the radio face alignment with inner fairing opening from the rider side. If need be just adjust
radio positon, then tighten down the radio plate bolts to recomended torque spec that attach to the radio.


